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Abstract 

We demonstrate, both theoretically and experimentally, that Young’s interference can be 

observed in plasmonic structures when two or three nanoparticles with separation on the order 

of the wavelength are illuminated simultaneously by a plane wave. This effect leads to the 

formation of intermediate-field hybridized modes with a character distinct of those mediated 

by near-field and far-field radiative effects. We reveal the physical mechanism for the 

enhancement of absorption and scattering of light due to plasmonic Young’s interference, 

which we explain through a redistribution of the Poynting vector field and the formation of 

near-field subwavelength optical vortices.  

1. Introduction 

More than two hundred years ago, Thomas Young
[1]

 demonstrated that light from two or three 

coherent sources of a double or triple slit is accompanied by remarkable interference effects, 

and this observation laid the foundation to the modern wave theory of light. Young’s 

interference effects usually take place between coherent sources at distances of the order of 

the wavelength. Plasmonic nanoparticles illuminated by a plane wave can also realize such a 

system of coherent sources, which hence could demonstrate similar interference phenomena. 

Indeed, electromagnetic near-field coupling effects between neighboring plasmonic 

nanostructures play an important role in nanophotonics, and are useful for applications in sub-

diffraction imaging, solar cells, biosensing and medicine. The most remarkable examples 

include metamaterials with negative refraction indices
[2-4] 

 and optical nanoantennas.
[5, 6]

 Yet 

plasmonic interference effect mediated by wavelength-scale interaction, in analogy to 

Young’s experiment, has attracted much less attention. 
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Coupling effects in periodic nanostructures such as plasmonic gratings,
[7-10]

 nanoparticle  

chains
[11-15]

 or photonic crystals,
[16, 17]

 have been explained by phenomena like diffraction 

coupling,
[18]

 lattice modes,
[14, 19, 20]

 Wood’s anomaly
[21]

 and the Talbot effect.
[22]

 Such 

structures may exhibit higher absorption than single elements due to Bragg scattering.
[23]

 The 

enhanced absorption of light in these structures is particularly important for future data 

storage technology and photovoltaic cells.
[24, 25]

 In spite of many ideas suggested in this field 

(see e.g., Refs. 
[24-28]

), tailoring the plasmonic response through coherent interactions remains 

a very active field of interest. On the other hand, coupling effects in systems consisting of a 

finite number of particles with nanoscale gaps are more complicated, and the field 

enhancement in such systems was investigated mostly for applications such as surface-

enhanced Raman scattering.
[12, 29]

 Field enhancement generally dominates at small separation 

distances between particles, and can be described in terms of plasmon hybridization theory,
[30-

33]
 valid for the near-field coupling. At larger separations, hybridization effects disappear and 

plasmonic nanoparticles arranged in non-periodical fashion are generally supposed as non-

interacting.
[34, 35]

 Thus, neither hybridization nor Wood anomaly models can be applied to 

explain coupling among well-separated isolated particles. In spite of a few research works 

devoted to fill this gap with explanations based on radiation coupling,
[8, 11, 36-40]

 an analytical 

method that can provide a physically intuitive picture of coupling effects in complex 

nanostructures with wavelength-scale separation is still missing. Moreover, in order to study 

coupling effects with separation distance, mostly systems composed of similar components 

such as metallic spheres,
[11, 37]

 cylinders,
[41]

 pillars,
[18]

 disks
[32, 34] 

or bars
[38, 42-44]

 have been 

used.
 

Since the individual components in the aforementioned systems exhibit similar 

resonances, coupling effects mainly result in red or blue shifts in the dominant plasmon 

resonance of an individual unit.  
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In this paper we study an analogy between Young’s experiment and light scattering of 

plasmonic structures. First, we show that this analogy can be found in a simple complex 

consisting of two plasmonic nanoparticles with variable separation distance (see Figure 1a). 

Since both nanoparticles are illuminated by the same plane wave, this system is expected to 

show a direct similarity to Young’s interference experiment, in which a coherent beam passes 

through double slits to obtain wave interference. We analyze light scattering by these two 

nanoparticles employing a dipole approximation with effective polarizabilities. Since the total 

field acting on a particular particle consists of contributions from the excitation field and the 

field induced by the other particle, a dyadic Greens function can be used to calculate the total 

scattered field of the entire dimer, therefore modeling the whole complex as two interacting 

dipoles. The corresponding consideration reveals periodic appearances of extinction and 

absorption maxima at nλ=D , where D is the interparticle distance and λ is the resonance 

wavelength. This theoretical observation is further verified in experiment by measuring the 

extinction intensity of Au dimers as a function of distance. Though this finding is not entirely 

surprising, it allows to obtaining a unified picture of coupling among nanostructures from 

nanoscale interparticle gap to separations of the order of the resonant wavelength. 

 

Most importantly, we show that when two inhomogeneous elements such as an isolated dimer 

and a monomer (see Figure 1b) get close to distances of nλ=L , the coupling between their 

respective electromagnetic fields results in a formation of a new resonant mode that can be 

associated with a “Young resonance”. Theoretical analysis of the Poynting vector distribution 

in such a system consisting of three nanoparticles reveals a signature of optical vortices. This 

is in a close analogy to Young’s experiment
[1]

 with triple slits, in which the wave intensity 

vanishes at the point of singular phase,
[45, 46]

 leading to a circulation of electromagnetic energy. 

We show that for certain wavelengths and interparticle distances, Young’s interference in 
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plasmonic systems dominates over all other plasmonic modes, and that such vortices result in 

a remarkable enhancement of both scattering and absorption. This observation can be 

attributed to variations in field-lines of the vector Poynting field.  

2. Plasmonic Dimers 

First, we study the extinction response of Au dimer of 145 nm diameter and 60 nm thickness, 

with a center-to-center distance varying from 160 to 850 nm. The measured and simulated 

extinction spectra for these dimer systems are shown in Figures 2a,b, with Figure 2a for the  

excitation polarization parallel to the interparticle axis and Figure 2b for the perpendicular 

polarization, respectively. The black curve in both the figures is a reference spectrum 

corresponding to the extinction of a single monomer, which exhibits a localized surface 

plasmon resonance (LSPR) at 660 nm. We can appreciate from Figure 2a that, for two well-

separated monomers (distances larger than 850 nm), there is no remarkable variation in the 

spectral profile with respect to a single monomer. For smaller separations (distances less than 

250 nm), the LSPR of the dimer exhibits a significant red shift. Such resonance shift can be 

well explained by plasmon hybridization theory that predicts a significant decrease of the red-

shift value with an increase in the interparticle separation. However, numerical results also 

demonstrate a small blue shift in the separation range from 250 to 500 nm (see Figure 2a). 

This is a weak effect and has been neglected in the hybridization theory. We will discuss this 

issue later on. Also note that for the excitation polarization perpendicular to the interparticle 

axis we observe an opposite situation, where the extinction peak significantly blue-shifts 

when the separation distance increases from 200 to 400 nm and then red-shifts for the further 

increase of the distance to 500 ~ 600 nm. By comparing the different behaviors observed for 

the two orthogonal polarizations, we can reach at the following qualitative conclusions. The 

near-field interaction in the dimers is stronger at smaller separations for incident polarization 
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along the axis connecting two monomers, which is in agreement with the theoretical 

prediction by the plasmon hybridization. Meanwhile, far-field coupling effects at larger 

separations for the same polarization are very weak due to parallel orientation of the dipole 

radiative fields from each monomer. The situation completely reverses for the polarization 

perpendicular to the separation axis: we observe a weak near-field interaction attributed to a 

parallel alignment of the two induced dipole moments, but relatively a strong far-field 

interaction enabled by the large overlap of their radiative fields.  

 

Here we show that it is possible to unify the physical description of the complicated 

separation dependence of field coupling in plasmonic dimers within the framework of the 

dipole-dipole approximation, which is a standard example of the application of multiple 

scattering theory.
[47, 48]

 By modeling two monomers as two interacting dipoles and treating 

their radiative scattering
[46, 49] 

as the coherent light sources, we have determined the 

absorption and scattering properties of plasmonic dimers versus separation distance in 

analogy to Young’s experiment.
[1]

 In our calculations, each dimer consists of two plasmonic 

nanoparticles with radii R1 and R2 ( λR << 1,2 ), and separated by a distance  12 rr=D   where 

1,2r  are the coordinates of the centers of the particles. The effective polarizabilities can be 

presented as 

                                                                  ,Eα=p total

1,2 1,2                                                        (1) 

where  1,2p  are the effective electric dipole moments, 
totalE1,2  are the total electric fields acting 

on the corresponding particle (i.e. the sum of the incident light field and the one produced by 

the other dipole) and α  is the effective electric polarizability (assuming particles 1 and 2 are 

identical). In the framework of the Mie theory this polarizability is as follows 
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                                                            ,a
k

ε=α 130

6iπ
                    (2) 

with 1a  is the electric dipole amplitudes and k stands for the incident light wavenumber. We 

consider nonmagnetic particles with 1=μ . The solution based on the dyadic Green 

functions
[49]

 (see Supplementary Information) yields expressions for the extinction and 

absorption cross sections absextC , . For polarization parallel to the interparticle axis one can 

find: 
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Similar formulas for light polarization perpendicular to the separation axis can be written as: 
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In the formulas (3~6) one can see the characteristic oscillating terms presented by sinc-like 

functions exp(ikD) resultsing in an oscillatory dependences for )(, DC absext .  
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Figures 2c,d show the comparison among simulated, experimental and theoretical dipole-

dipole approximation results on plasmon resonance shift versus interparticle distance of the 

dimers, for the polarization parallel and perpendicular to the interparticle axis, respectively. In 

Figures 2c,d each data point represents the shift of the simulated and measured LSPR 

wavelength of the dimers with respect to the resonance wavelength of the single monomer, 

and the interparticle distance is normalized to the LSPR wavelength. It is worth mentioning 

that our analytical dipole-dipole approximation is based on a treatment of spherical 

nanoparticles in the absence of a substrate. Keeping in mind that as long as a dipole 

polarization is a concern, the difference in the shape results only in a change of the constants 

in the polarizability expression, while the dependence of the polarizability on the problem’s 

constants essentially remains the same. Thus a particle absorbs or emits radiation as a point-

like dipole. This justifies that Au nanospheres can be used in analytical calculations (based on 

the Mie scattering method) to predict the optical responses of Au nanodisks
[50] 

(control 

comparision can be seen in Figure S1). Note that such an assumption leads to a slight shift of 

the calculated plasmon resonances of dimers with respect to the experimental and simulated 

ones (see Figures 2c,d). A full consideration of the substrate effect is made in our simulations, 

which results  in good agreement between simulation and experiment.  

 

It can be seen from Figures 2c that for the polarization parallel to the interparticle axis, a large 

red-shift in extinction resonance appears for separation distance 0.3/ <λD , whereas the shift 

approaches zero for 6.1/ >λD . This dependence can be well explained by the plasmon 

hybridization theory as discussed previously. However, the hybridization theory cannot 

explain the pronounced oscillations of the extinction resonance with the normalized 

interparticle distance in the range of 0.5 < D/λ < 1.5, observed for both the polarizations (see 
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Figures 2 c,d) since they are attributed to the effects analogous to Young’s double-slit 

interference lying beyond the applicability of that theory. The good agreement between the 

theoritical and experimental results shows clearly that the coupled dipole approximation is 

capable to produce the whole picture of the coupling behavior for both the polarizations. 

Though some limited parts of the entire coupling map presented in Figure 2 have been 

documented in previous publications, 
[32, 37, 38, 51]

 in what follows we will show that just 

employing inhomogeneous systems, such as a complex dimer plus monomer (DpM) may 

reveal the full nature of this complicated coupling map in a wide range of the separation 

distances. It is worth noting that a similar approach can also be obtained by a consideration of 

both electric and magnetic dipoles in low-loss semiconductor dimers.
[52]

 

3. Plasmonic Trimers 

Now we consider coupling effects in a more complicated inhomogeneous system composed 

of a packed, fixed size dimer and a monomer at different values of the dimer-monomer 

separation distance L, see Figure 3. In the complex DpM the distance between the two 

elements of the dimer is always kept equal to 15 nm, so that the hybridization effect within 

the dimer is unchanged. On the basis of the previous finding on Young’s interference effect, 

we study the optical response of the entire complex for polarization perpendicular to the 

separation axis when the interference effect is more pronounced. The results for the parallel 

polarization are provided in Supplementary Information.  

 

Figure 3a shows the measured and simulated extinction spectra for DpM systems at varying 

separation distance, accompanied with the extinction spectra for the isolated monomer and the 

isolated dimer (blue and red curves, respectively) for reference. As it can be seen, in DpM 

systems with separations less than 300 nm, two distinct resonances attributed to contributions 

of the dimer (around 790 nm) and monomer (around 660 nm) occur, which is consistent with 
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the scenario of plasmon hybridization between the dimer and monomer. The extinction 

behavior of the systems with separations larger than 700 nm is also not surprising because the 

resulting spectra are simply the plain, arithmetical sum of the two reference spectra without 

any interference. However, at the dimer-monomer separation in the range of 400~700 nm, a 

new behavior in the extinction response of the entire complex emerges, as indicated by the 

shallow pink region in Figure 3a, right panel. Specifically, looking at both brown and pink 

curves corresponding to 500 nm and 600 nm separations, we can identify a new resonance 

which neither belongs to hybridized modes of the dimer and monomer nor to their separate 

extinction resonances. This is in agreement with our calculations that show Young’s type 

interference appears for separations on the order of the resonance wavelength. Figure 3b plots 

the absolute extinction value versus separation distance for the isolated monomer, dimer, their 

plain arithmetical sum and the DpM complex. An oscillatory behavior of the extinction 

intensity vs separation distance L at 792 nm wavelength (the dimer resonant wavelength) for 

the DpM complex clearly demonstrates the interference effect between the two elements, 

which may result in the extinction cross section of the combined structure remarkably larger 

than the plain arithmetical sum of the two non-interacting elements. We have chosen this 

wavelength for demonstration because of the large extinction intensity from the hybridized 

dimer resonance; however this oscillatory behavior can be seen at any other wavelength from 

the specified range of several hundred nanometers. 

4. Energy flow peculiarities 

The most important physical consequences of Young’s interference in plasmonic 

nanostructures are the enhanced scattering and absorption effects that can be better 

understood in terms of the Poynting vector field, as we will show in what follows. In Figure 4 

we present the contour plots of the scattering (Figure 4b) and absorption (Figure 4c) 
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topography in the separation-wavelength coordinate plane for DpM. We observe that the 

maximum scattering of the entire system occurs at an optimal separation of 621 nm and the 

wavelength of 690 nm. The insert in Figure 4b shows the absolute values of scattering cross 

sections for monomer (curve 1), dimer (curve 2), a plain arithmetical sum of the two (curve 3, 

no interference effects), and DpM (curve 4, with interference effects), respectively. The 

difference between curves 3 and 4 reveals the existence of Young’s interference that cannot 

be explained by the hybridization theory because of the large separation distance between the 

particles. Figure 4d shows the Poynting vector field corresponding to these parameters. As it 

can be seen from the lower part of the figure, the formation of two optical vortices in front of 

the dimer effectively blocks the energy flux towards the dimer. The dimer “repels” the 

Poynting vector lines. It leads to a strong scattering enhancement due to the large bending of 

Poynting vector lines around the dimer and hence to an overall peak in the extinction cross 

section of the entire system. This is a direct analogy to Young’s experiment where light 

vanishes at some fringes of interference of the three waves at such locations where the light 

intensity is zero (the centers of the vortices), and the phase is singular. In general, all 2π phase 

values occur around the zero intensity points, leading to a circulation of the electromagnetic 

energy around them.
[45, 46]

 These points, known as optical vortex nodes arising from 

interference between two crossed standing waves,
[53, 54]

 have been studied in 

quantum interference and entanglement in radiating systems.
[45]

 Note here that radiation 

pressure produced by optical vortices can greatly influence diffusion of metallic 

nanoparticles.
[54]

 

 

More interesting effects in the DpM complex may be observed for absorption. As we can see 

from Figure 4c at L=365 nm and wavelength 571 nm, the maximal absorption cross section of 

the entire complex is significantly larger than the plain sum of the ones for the dimer and 
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monomer taken separately. It raises the natural question – how can the absorption of a 

complex be larger than the total absorption of its constituting elements?  

 

To answer this question, let us consider the Poynting vector field corresponding to the 

specified values of the separation distance and wavelength, depicted in Figure 4e. The figure 

reveals the origin of the enhanced absorption, induced by Young’s interference. In this case, 

the absorption cross section of the dimer is close to its geometrical one. However, what the 

dimer does is an ejection of the electromagnetic field towards the monomer. It enlarges the 

basin of attraction of the monomer, enhancing the light intensity in the vicinity of the latter, cf. 

Figures 4d,e. As a result, the absorption cross section of the monomer increases, which in turn 

increases the overall absorption of the entire complex. This effect can be seen clearly by 

inspection of the separatrix surfaces (tubes) in the far field.
[55, 56]

 All vector lines inside a tube 

enter the corresponding particle. Thus, the area of a geometrical cross section of a separatrix 

tube by a plane lying in the far field at 0z   perpendicular to the wave vector of the incident 

wave (we remind that the incident wave propagates along z-axis) should be equal to the 

effective absorption cross section of the corresponding components of the DpM (dimer or 

monomer), while the arithmetical sum of these areas equals to the absorption cross section of 

the entire complex, see Figure 5. Note that for a small spherical plasmonic nanoparticle there 

is the following exact relation between the maximal scattering )(

scaσ max  and absorption 

)(

absσ max cross sections, namely 4/1/ maxmax =σσ )(

sca

)(

abs .
[23, 57, 58] 

Importantly, in the case of the 

enhanced absorption induced by Young’s resonance, we can exceed this theoretical limit 

substantially. This finding provides a unique scenario to understanding the entire coupling 

mechanism beyond plasmon hybridization model and may be applied to study more general 

plasmonic structures. For instanse, our finding unreveals the importance of coupling among 

non-neighboring elements in plasmonic aggregated molecules such as plasmonic 
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oligomers.
[59]

 We show that intermediate-field Young-type coupling effects among non-

neighboring batchs of components within a single oligomer should also be considered (see 

Supplementary Information, Figure S3). 

5. Conclusions 

To summarize our findings note that in the direct analogy to the classical Young’s double-slit 

interference, we have analyzed the light scattering by two nanoparticles employing a dipole 

approximation with effective polarizabilities, and revealed the oscillatory behavior of the 

extinction and absorption cross sections with variation of the interparticle separation distance, 

when the latter is of the order of the wavelength. We have extended our study to an 

inhomogeneous complex, consisting of a fixed-size dimer and a monomer at various distances 

between them. We showed that at a seperation on the order of the wavelength, both high-

energy hybridized mode arising from the dimer and LSPR arising from the monomer get 

dominated by so called “Young resonance” due to Young’s type interference effects. Finally, 

plots of the Poynting vector fields have revealed two optical vortices situated in front of the 

dimer, which produce a blockage of the absorption by the dimer, but enhance the scattering by 

the entire DpM complex; the enhanced absorption at these specific conditions arises because 

of the ejection of the Poynting vector field by the dimer toward the monomer and the 

consequent increase in the energy flux for the monomer. Thus, employment of the 

wavelength-scale interference effects in plasmonic nanosystems may broaden the parameter 

space for the tuning of the absorption and scattering processes in such systems.  

 

6. Experimental Section 

Arrays of Au nanostructures were fabricated on the quartz substrate by electron beam 

lithography (Elonix 100KV EBL system). Each array has a dimension of 150 × 150 μm
2
 and a 
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pitch of 2.5 μm in both x and y directions to avoid coupling among neighboring unit cells. 

Three nanometer thick Ti film was deposited on the substrate by e-beam evaporation (EB03 

BOC Edwards) to increase the adhesion between Au and quartz, followed by an evaporation 

of 60 nm Au film and a spin-coating of 50 nm hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) as a negative 

electro-resist. After baking the sample at 200 °C for 2 min, a combined process of e-beam 

exposure, chemical development, and ion-milling was performed to create well-defined Au 

nanodisks with diameters of 145 nm and designed configurations on the substrate. Surface 

morphology of fabricated structures was characterized by a JEOL 7401F Field Emission 

Scanning Electron Microscope. Spectroscopic characterizations of the fabricated nanoparticle 

arrays were carried out with a Bruker Hyperion 2000 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

microscope installed with a 36x, NA = 0.5 objective.  The transmission (T) spectrum of each 

nanoparticle array was obtained by normalizing the transmittance curve from an array-

encapsulated area with a reference spectrum taken from a bare area in close proximity to the 

array. Finally, the extinction spectrum for each array was defined as (1-T).  

 

Three-dimensional (3D) simulations of individual nanostructures were performed by using the 

finite-difference-time-domain method. In order to calculate extinction cross sections of the 

studied nanoparticles, we used Lumerical FDTD code to calculate their scattering and 

absorption plots and the extinction was defined as the sum of scattering and absorption. The 

substrate effect was fully taken into account in our simulations. CST microwave Studio was 

employed to map the energy Poynting vectors. In all simulations, the experimental data of 

Johnson and Christy were used as the dielectric function for gold.
[60]
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Figure 1. Illustration of complexes of a) an isolated plasmonic dimer and b) a trimer 

composed of a dimer plus monomer (DpM).  
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Figure 2. Extinction spectra of dimers with different interparticle separation distances D for 

polarizations a) parallel and b) perpendicular to the interparticle axis. Corresponding SEM 

images are shown in the middle panel. Diameter and thickness of each single nanodisk is 145 

nm and 60 nm, respectively. Vertical dashed lines designate the resonant wavelength λ for the 

single nanodisk. Simulated (black), experimentally measured (blue) and dipole-dipole 

approximation (red) extinction resonance shift for dimers vs ratio of the interparticle distance 

over the resonance wavelength for c) parallel  and d) perpendicular polarizations with respect 

to the interparticle axis. Experimental and simulated data in  c) and d) are extracted from 10 

different dimer pairs. 
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Figure 3. a) Experimentally measured 1-Transmission spectra (left panel) and simulated 

extinction cross sections (right panel) for DpM at several different separation distances L 

(corresponding to the SEM images in middle panel) for the polarization direction 

perpendicular to the separation axis. The shadow area in the right panel indicates the 

separation range where Young’s resonance appears. b) The absolute values of the extinction 

cross section corresponding to indicated structures at the wavelength of 792nm. Red and blue 

curves correspond to the isolated monomer and dimer, respectively. 
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Figure 4. a) SEM image of the DpM structure and the orientation of coordinates and vector E 

of the incident wave. Scale bar is 200 nm. b) Calculated dependence of the scattering and c) 

absorption cross sections of DpM as a function of wavelength and dimer-monomer separation 

distance L. d) Poynting vectors at the wavelength of 690 nm and separation of 621 nm 

corresponding to the scattering maximum, and e) the wavelength of 571 nm and separation of 

365 nm corresponding to the absorption maximum. Yellow separatrix indicates the boundary 

between the basins of attraction of the Poynting vector field-lines for the dimer and monomer, 

respectively. Red (monomer) and green (dimer) separatrixes designate the basins of attraction 

for the field-lines, which end in the particles owing to light absorption. Insets in (b) and (c) 

depict the absolute values of the scattering and absorption cross sections, corresponding to the 

monomer (curves 1 & 5), dimer (curves 2 & 6),  plain arithmetical sum of those for the 

monomer and dimer (curves 3 & 7) and the entire DpM system (curves 4 & 8), respectively. 
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Figure 5. a) 3D view of the Poynting vector field of DpM at wavelength of 571 nm and 

separation of 365 nm. The boundaries of the vector field lines entering the particles are 

presented by separatrix tubes. The energy flux inside these tubes is absorbed by the particles. 

Some characteristic Poynting vector lines on the surface of the separatrix tubes are shown for 

a monomer by red lines and for a dimer by green ones. b) Geometrical cross sections of the 

separatrix tubes by xy-plane, lying in a far field region at 0z  , shown as shaded areas for 

monomer (red) and dimer (green). All lines outside the separatrix tubes do not contribute to 

the absorption, but contribute to scattering.  
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Young’s interference among plasmonic structures comes into being when two or three 

nanoparticles with separation on the order of the wavelength are illuminated simultaneously 

by a plane wave. It leads to the redistribution of the Poynting vectors field and the formation 

of near-field subwavelength optical vortices. The phenomenon provides a new physical 

mechanism for the enhancement of absorption and scattering of light by nanoobjects.  
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